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Class PredictionClass Prediction
Classification

The functional genomics pipelineThe functional genomics pipeline
Experimental design
affects outcome data analysis

Supervised AnalysisSupervised Analysis
Differential analysis, Classification, …

Unsupervised Analysis
Clustering, Bi-clustering, …

Enrichment analysis
GO annotation, GSEA, …

“In silico” testing
Cross validation, train/test, etc,

“In vitro” testing
Back to the lab

Data acquisition
microarray processing

Data preprocessing
scaling/normalization/filtering

Data analysis/Hypothesis generationData analysis/Hypothesis generation

Validation/AnnotationValidation/Annotation
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ClassificationClassification
Given phenotypically distinct classes, find a 
gene expression signature that accurately 

predicts class membership.

TTakeake--home messageshome messages

• How to build a classifier.

• How to evaluate a classifier.

• What to evaluate of a classifier.
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ClassClassificationification
Computational MethodologyComputational Methodology

Expression DataExpression Data Known ClassesKnown Classes

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Build ClassifierBuild Classifier

Test Classifier by Cross-
Validation

Test Classifier by Cross-
Validation

Evaluate Classifier on 
Independent Test Set
Evaluate Classifier on 
Independent Test Set

NaNaïïve Bayes/Large Bayesve Bayes/Large Bayes

Weighted VotingWeighted Voting

kk--Nearest NeighborsNearest Neighbors

Support Vector MachinesSupport Vector Machines

Logistic RegressionLogistic Regression

Classification TreesClassification Trees

LDA, QDA, LDA, QDA, ……
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ClassifiersClassifiers
• Too many to discuss

– naïve Bayes, Large Bayes …
– KNN, shrunken centroids, association rules ..
– Neural Networks, SVM, logistic regression ..
– …

• Important issues:
– small N, large p: few cases, many variables (genes).
– redundancy: many highly correlated genes.
– noise: measurements are very imprecise.
– feature selection: reducing p is a necessity.
– evaluation: avoid over-fitting.

Class(G) = argmax
C

[P(C | G)]

Probabilistic ClassifiersProbabilistic Classifiers
Estimate the probabilityEstimate the probability

Bayes TheoremBayes Theorem:

ClassificationClassification:

P(G |C), where G = {g1,g2,...,gm}

P(C | G) =
P(G |C)P(C)

P(G)
=

P(G |C)P(C)
P(G |C)P(C')

C '
∑

             ∝ P(G |C)P(C)

WARNINGWARNING: assumption of equal misclassification costs
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NaNaïïve Bayesve Bayes
class class centroidscentroids based on withinbased on within--class mean and class mean and stdevstdev
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P(C | G) =
P(C)P(G | C)

P(G)
∝ P(C) P(gi |C)

i∏

ProabilisticProabilistic classificationclassification
nanaïïveve--BayesBayes

Assumption: 
genes conditionally independentconditionally independent given the class 
variable.

P(G | C) = P(g1 | C) × P(g2 | C)× ...P(gm | C)

             = P(
i=1

m∏ gi | C)
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P(C | G) =
P(C)P(G | C)

P(G)
∝ P(C) P(gi |C)

i∏

ProabilisticProabilistic classificationclassification
nanaïïveve--BayesBayes

Assumption: 
genes conditionally independentconditionally independent given the class 
variable.

P(G | C) = P(g1 | C) × P(g2 | C)× ...P(gm | C)

             = P(
i=1

m∏ gi | C)

P(gi | C = k) ~ N(μik,σ ik
2 )

ˆ μ ik =
1
nk

gij
j:c j =k
∑

σ ik
2 =

1
nk −1

(gij −
j:c j =k
∑ ˆ μ ik )2

P(C = k) =
nk

n
         ML estimator

P(C = k) =
nk +1
n + 2

    Bayes estimator

logP(C | G) ∝ logP(C) + logP(g1 |C) + ...+ logP(gp |C)

ProabilisticProabilistic classificationclassification
nanaïïveve--BayesBayes

Assumption: 
genes conditionally independentconditionally independent given the class 
variable.

P(G | C) = P(g1 | C) × P(g2 | C)× ...P(gm | C)

             = P(
i=1

m∏ gi | C)
2
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Gene Gene gg11’’s vote   s vote   …… Gene Gene ggpp’’ss votevote
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Linear Linear DiscriminantDiscriminant AnalysisAnalysis
Generalization of naïve-Bayes

P(G |C = k) ~ N(μk,Σk )

      μk = (μk1,μk2,...,μkp )

      Σk =

σ11
k σ12

k .. σ1p
k

σ 21
k σ 22

k .. σ 2p
k

..
σ p1

k σ p2
k .. σ pp
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Multivariate GaussianMultivariate Gaussian
• w/ non-diagonal covariance matrix
• can be:

class dependent ⇒ Σk
class independent ⇒ Σ

– Low-dimension needed

– Often combined w/ PCA, 
SVD, etc.

KK--nnnn classifier  classifier  
example: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classesexample: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classes

project samples in gene space

gene 1gene 1
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KK--nnnn classifier  classifier  
example: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classesexample: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classes

gene 1gene 1

ge
ne

 2
ge

ne
 2

class orange

class black

project unknown sample

?

KK--nnnn classifier  classifier  
example: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classesexample: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classes

gene 1gene 1

ge
ne

 2
ge

ne
 2

class orange

class black

"consult" 5 closest neighbors:
- 3 black
- 2 orange Distance measures:

• Euclidean distance
• 1-Pearson correlation
• KL divergence
• …

?
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KK--nnnn classifier  classifier  
example: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classesexample: K=5, 2 genes, 2 classes

gene 1gene 1
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class orange

class black

"consult" 5 closest neighbors:
- 3 black
- 2 orange Distance measures:

• Euclidean distance
• 1-Pearson correlation
• KL divergence
• …( )
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Probabilistic NN (PNN)Probabilistic NN (PNN)
PNN’s output is the posterior probability P(c|x).
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Bayes Rule

Estimate density P(G|c) by placing a 
Gaussian on each of the training set 
samples

Class prior prob.

• σ acts as k in kNN, when σ is small it is like kNN with k=1.
• D(x,y) = Euclidean distance in the space of selected features.
• P(c) = 1/n to belong to a class, (n-1)/n not to belong to a class, 

where n is the number of classes.
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ClassificationClassification
Computational MethodologyComputational Methodology

Expression DataExpression Data
Known ClassesKnown Classes

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Build ClassifierBuild Classifier

Test Classifier by Cross-
Validation

Test Classifier by Cross-
Validation

Evaluate Classifier on 
Independent Test Set
Evaluate Classifier on 
Independent Test Set

NaNaïïve Bayes/Large Bayesve Bayes/Large Bayes

Weighted VotingWeighted Voting

kk--Nearest NeighborsNearest Neighbors

Support Vector MachinesSupport Vector Machines

Logistic RegressionLogistic Regression

Etc.Etc.

MotivationMotivation
Large number of genes, with many likely to contain no signal.
Use of all genes may lead to over-fitting
Practical: makes the model building faster.

MethodsMethods
Univariate methods: consider genes/features individually
Multivariate methods: take into account dependence among 
features.

ClassificationClassification
feature/gene selectionfeature/gene selection
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UnivariateUnivariate feature selection:
Same as for differential analysis.

Rank genes by their “correlation” with phenotype (by t-score, etc.)
Select top n ranked genes per class.

Need to use 2-level CV for “fair” error estimation.

Cons
Cannot capture feature interaction
Selection of redundant features (highly correlated).

Pros
Selection of redundant features (highly correlated).
Simple and fast.

ClassificationClassification
univariateunivariate feature/gene selectionfeature/gene selection

StepStep--wisewise feature selection (forward/backward)
Begin (input: dataset Dm,n+1)

Feature set G=Ø (or G1:n), predictive score S(D,G)
Repeat:

– Find feature gbest = argmaxg [S(D,g∪G)]
–– AddAdd feature: G=gbest∪G
– Find feature gbest = argmaxg [S(D,G ─ g)]
–– DeleteDelete feature: G=G ─ gbest

Until no more improvement
End

Pros/Cons complementary to 1st approach.
no redundant features; computationally intensive

ClassificationClassification
multivariate feature/gene selectionmultivariate feature/gene selection

ForwardForward step

BackwardBackward step
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Features are not really Features are not really 
redundant when correlation is redundant when correlation is 
induced by class membership.induced by class membership.

∆y
 =

 2

∆x = 2

∆xy = 2 2

X|red ~ N(-1,1)
Y|red ~ N(-1,1)

cor(X,Y|red)≅ 0

X|green ~ N(1,1)

Y|green ~ N(1,1)

cor(X,Y|green)≅ 0
cor(X,Y)=       0.45 

Good Good vs.vs. BadBad RedundancyRedundancy

Univariate: select top n genes/class (by t, SNR, ...)
Same as for differential analysis.

Step-wise feature selection (greedy search)
Feature set G=Ø, predictive score S(D,G)
Repeat:

Find feature gbest = argmaxg [S(D,g∪G)]
Add feature: G=gbest∪G

Until no more improvement

Others:
Simulated annealings, GA, combination schemes.

ClassificationClassification
feature/gene selectionfeature/gene selection
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Class PredictionClass Prediction
Computational MethodologyComputational Methodology

Expression DataExpression Data
Known ClassesKnown Classes

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Assess Gene-Class Correlation

Feature Selection

Build PredictorBuild Predictor

Test Predictor by Cross-
Validation

Test Predictor by Cross-
Validation

Evaluate Predictor on 
Independent Test Set
Evaluate Predictor on 
Independent Test Set

NaNaïïve Bayes/Large Bayesve Bayes/Large Bayes

Weighted VotingWeighted Voting

kk--Nearest NeighborsNearest Neighbors

Support Vector MachinesSupport Vector Machines

Logistic RegressionLogistic Regression

Etc.Etc.

Testing the classifierTesting the classifier

Evaluation on Evaluation on independent test settest set
Build the classifier on the train settrain set.
Assess prediction performance on test set.test set.

Maximize generalization/Avoid overfitting.

PerformacePerformace measuresmeasures …
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Error rate  =

ROC curve 
plots false positive rate (FPR) against true positive 
rate (TPR) as the threshold for positive classification 
is varied from 1 to 0.

Log score

Breier statistic, etc.

How to assess a classifierHow to assess a classifier
performance measuresperformance measures

# of cases correctly classified
total # of cases

)|(log
1 i

n

i i GcPLS ∑ =
=

Performance MeasuresPerformance Measures
the ROC curvethe ROC curve

0.0 1.0

1.0

ran
dom guess

TPR

FPR

AUC=0.5AUC=0.5

AUC=1.0AUC=1.0

Classification rule:

+  if P(+|G)>θ
Class(G)=

- otherwise (also 1-θ)

#
TP TPTPR

P TP FN
= =

+

#
FP FPFPR
N FP TN

= =
+
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Testing the classifierTesting the classifier
Evaluation on independentindependent test set

What if we don’t have an independent test set?

Cross ValidationCross Validation (CV): 
Split the dataset into n folds (e.g., 10 folds of 10 cases each).
For each fold (e.g., for each group of 10 cases), 

train (i.e., build model) on n-1 folds (e.g., on 90 cases), 
test (i.e., predict) on left-out fold (e.g., on remaining 10 cases).

Combine test results.
Usually leave-one-out CV (small sample size).

ImportantImportant: all steps of model-building must be brought 
into the CV loop (feature selection, discretization, etc.).

Testing the classifierTesting the classifier
Evaluation on independentindependent test set

What if we don’t have an independent test set?

Cross ValidationCross Validation (CV): 
Split the dataset into n folds (e.g., 10 folds of 10 cases each).
For each fold (e.g., for each group of 10 cases), 

train (i.e., build model) on n-1 folds (e.g., on 90 cases), 
test (i.e., predict) on left-out fold (e.g., on remaining 10 cases).

Combine test results.
Usually leave-one-out CV (small sample size).

Also used for Model Selection Model Selection (choose the best 
model/best parameters).
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Testing the classifier Testing the classifier 
learning curves (LOOCV)learning curves (LOOCV)

Best error rate Best error rate 
(fair estimate?)(fair estimate?)

ALL ALL vs.vs. MLL MLL vs.vs. AMLAML

Is the error rate significant? Is the error rate significant? 
permutation testpermutation test

Permutation test:
Shuffle the class labels.
Compute error rate on shuffled labels by CV.
Repeat many times.

Empirical distribution on error rate.

ImportantImportant: all steps of model-building must be brought 
into the permutation loop (feature selection, etc.)
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Testing the classifier Testing the classifier 
permutation test permutation test –– empirical null distributionempirical null distribution

Observed error rate

Distribution of 
permuted error rates

}err{#
}errerr{#

permuted

observedpermutedp
≤

=

Permutation test not appropriate to estimate 
probability of correct prediction on future cases.

Use of independent test set is best.

Two-level Cross-Validation (CV2).
error bar estimation problematic.

ClassificationClassification
error rate: significance error rate: significance vsvs. error estimate. error estimate
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Error rate estimate:
Evaluate on independent test set:

Best error estimate and error bar.
“Resampling” methods

Needed when small sample size and for model selection.
Cross Validation (CV)
Bootstrapping
Random splits

Significance:
asymptotic p-value.
permutation test.

Testing the classifierTesting the classifier
recaprecap

Error rate  =

ROC curve 
plots false positive rate (FPR) against true positive 
rate (TPR) as the threshold for positive classification 
is varied from 1 to 0.

Log score

Breier statistics, etc.

How to assess a classifierHow to assess a classifier
performance measuresperformance measures

# of cases correctly classified
total # of cases

)|(log
1 i

n

i i GcPLS ∑ =
=

Classification Classification 
accuracyaccuracy

CalibrationCalibration
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Probabilistic ClassifiersProbabilistic Classifiers
Estimate the probabilityEstimate the probability

Bayes TheoremBayes Theorem:

ClassificationClassification:

P(G |C), where G = {g1,g2,...,gm}

P(C | G) =
P(G |C)P(C)

P(G)
=

P(G |C)P(C)
P(G |C)P(C')

C '
∑

             ∝ P(G |C)P(C)

cancer     if  (cancer | ) 0.5
Class( )

normal   otherwise                   
P >⎧

= ⎨
⎩

G
G

CalibrationCalibration
is needed to make optimal decisionsis needed to make optimal decisions

Optimal decision:  

treat

no treat

treatment
decision

?

−

+ p

1− p

utility(treat|+) =    U1

utility(treat| −) =    U2
d

+

−

utility(no treat| +) = U3

utility(no treat| −) = U4

d

p

1− p

treat if  EU[treat]>EU[no treat]

EU[treat]=p×U1+(1-p)×U2

EU[no treat]=p×U3+(1-p)×U4
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U4 - U2

U4 - U2 + U1 - U3
Optimal decision:  treat if  p >

treat

no treat

treatment
decision

−

+ p

1− p

utility(treat|+) =    U1

utility(treat| −) =    U2
d

+

−

utility(no treat| +) = U3

utility(no treat| −) = U4

d

p

1− p

CalibrationCalibration
is needed to make optimal decisionsis needed to make optimal decisions

EU[treat]=p×U1+(1-p)×U2

EU[no treat]=p×U3+(1-p)×U4

Optimal decisionOptimal decision
under zerounder zero--one lossone loss

Optimal decision:  treat if  p >    = 0.5 

treat

no treat

treatment
decision

−

+ p

1− p

utility(treat|+) =    0

utility(treat| −) =    -1
d

+

−

utility(no treat| +) = -1

utility(no treat| −) = 0
d

p

1− p

1
2
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Optimal decisionOptimal decision
under aunder a--symmetric losssymmetric loss

Optimal decision:  treat if  p >    = 0.2 

treat

no treat

treatment
decision

−

+ p

1− p

utility(treat|+) =    0

utility(treat| −) =    -1
d

+

−

utility(no treat| +) = -4

utility(no treat| −) = 0
d

p

1− p

1
5

An exampleAn example
predicting drug responsepredicting drug response
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EU[treat]
EU[don’t treat]

Ut/+/Un/-= 1Ut/+/Un/-= 2Ut/+/Un/-= 3Ut/+/Un/-= 4Ut/+/Un/-= 5

An exampleAn example
treatment decision based on prediction of drug responsetreatment decision based on prediction of drug response

response
no response

ClassificationClassification
TakeTake--home messageshome messages

How to build a classifier.
Feature selection usually beneficial (use “good” redundancy).
Probabilistic classifiers desirable: naïve-Bayes, LDA, PNN, etc.

How to evaluate a classifier.
Evaluation on independent test data
Cross-Validation (for model selection too)
Significance by permutation test

What to evaluate of a classifier.
Error rate
ROC curve
Log-score
…
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ClassificationClassification
CookbookCookbook

Start by splitting data into train and test set (stratified). 
“Forget” about the test set until the very end.
Explore different feature selection methods and different 
classifiers on train set by CV.

Make sure to bring ALL model building choices within CV loop.

Once the “best” classifier and best classifier parameters 
have been selected (based on CV)

Build a classifier with given parameters on  entire train set.
Apply classifier to train set.

When evaluating the classifier performance, take into 
account the decision for which the classification is 
needed.

WARNINGWARNING: should not be used blindly …

ClassificationClassification
not discussednot discussed

Other classifiers:
Weighted voting
(logistic) regression
SVM, ANN, BN
“Ensemble classifiers” (combining classifiers):

Bagging, Boosting, Random Forests, others.

Bootstrapping, Random Resampling, others.

Cross-platform classification …
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CrossCross--platform analysisplatform analysis
Often, the classifier built on a dataset needs to be applied to a 
different datasets.

Different datasets may incorporate significant biases that make the 
comparison difficult:

Different chips (e.g., U95 vs. U133)
different platforms (e.g., cDNA vs. oligo)
different operators, processing, environmental conditions, etc.

Some variable normalization or transformation is needed:
Sample (column) normalization.
Replace values with ranks.
Define new variables (i.e., gene ratios: gi/gj, combinatorial explosion)
Use “robust” classification methods.

Main challenge to deployment of technology in clinical settings

The EndThe End


